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Obama Latest Appointment Linked to 
Stonebridge LLC and TRAITOR Sandy Berger Latest 

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert 

  
Obama’s designated Deputy Chief of Staff Mona Sutphen (L), 

and her business partner TRAITOR Sandy Berger ® 
http://www.ronbrown.org/Libraries/siteImages/sc-Sutphen.sflb 

http://msnbcmedia1.msn.com/j/msnbc/Components/Photos/050401/050401_berger_hmed3p.h2.jpg 

United States of America – It can now be reported that president-
elect Barack Obama has appointed Mona Sutphen as Deputy to soon 
to be White House Chief of Staff, Representative Rahm Emanuel, 
Democrat of Illinois. 

What makes this interesting and borders, one again, on possible 
treason, is that Sutphen, who worked on the National Security 
Counsel in the Clinton White House, has been a Managing Director of 
Stonebridge International, a strategic consulting firm tied to the 
parent company Civitas Stonebridge LLC. 

Guess who is the co-chairman and co-founder of Stonebridge 
International LLC?  None other than Mossad agent and former 
Clinton Administration National Security Advisor Sandy Berger. 

http://www.ronbrown.org/Libraries/siteImages/sc-Sutphen.sflb
http://msnbcmedia1.msn.com/j/msnbc/Components/Photos/050401/050401_berger_hmed3p.h2.jpg


 
Berger is well known for his ILLEGAL theft of 9/11 and Oklahoma 
City bombing documents from the U.S. National Archives, which 
dealt with hard evidence of TREASON by both the current Bush and 
previous Clinton Administrations. 
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Previous Intelligence Briefing: 

…Sandy Berger not only took NATO nuclear codes but he was 
involved with a Mossad team in Thailand transferring nuclear 
triggers and other sensitive nuclear information on NATO with 
the help of Adnan Khashoggi disguising these uranium and 
nuclear materials as textiles sending through China to Israel. 
Treason of the highest proportion. 
 
Financing Sandy Berger was Marc Rich, the Bush-Clinton Crime 
Syndicate fixer.  
 
Attorney General Gonzales is covering all of this up for the 
Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate. 
 
It was then Vice President Al Gore, Jr. who tried to have Marc 
Rich arrested in 1993 and was prevented from doing so by the 
Israeli Mossad and the Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate that then 
dumped Vince Foster in the park that was working with 
Ambassador Leo Wanta, former FBI Director William Sessions 
and General Vernon Walters. 

Since both the Clinton and Bush Crime Families are in business 
together, there is NO Justice Department to bring charges of treason 
and espionage against Berger. 

Now president-elect Obama appoints Mona Sutphen as assistant to 
Rahm Emanual, knowing that Sutphen was an advisor to none other 
than TRAITOR Sandy Berger. 

I guess this is what we call “change”! 
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We, The American People's National Archives 

http://www.nhhistory.org/eimages/NationalArchives.jpg 
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In fact, documents have been stolen out of the national 
archives in regards to First Lady Hillary’s meetings with her 
business partner and personal confidant, Eva Telege aka Teleke 
aka Teleki, wanted fugitive 7//7 London bombings terrorist 
suspect, counterfeiter and check bouncer 

It is well known in most circles that Berger’s theft of documents 
from the U.S. National Archives dealt with evidence of criminal 
activity by both Bill and Hillary Clinton, including secret accounts 
overseas at the East German DVD Deutsche Bank. 

http://www.nhhistory.org/eimages/NationalArchives.jpg
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Reference:  As we reported in previous intelligence briefings, former 
President George Herbert Walker Bush has BILLIONS of STOLEN U.S. 
Treasury funds parked at the Deutsche Bank in his own personal 
account with current German Chancellor and East German DVD agent 
Angela Merkel operating as the bag lady. 

 

Note:  New information and evidence has developed linking former 
Republican Senator Phil Gramm of Texas to Bush’s secret accounts 
at the Deutsche Bank.      
http://i2.cdn.turner.com/cnn/2008/images/07/10/art.gramm.gi.jpg 
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We should also recall that evidence stolen by Sandy Berger from the 
U.S. National Archives exposed Jose Padilla as Oklahoma City 
bombing suspect John Doe #2 and the role of the East German DVD 
Strassmeyer Cell to the bombing conspiracy. 

The Strassmeyer Cell also has tie-ins to 9/11, the Philippines, and 
the role of wanted fugitive 7/7 London bombings terrorist suspect 
Eva Telege aka Teleke aka Teleki and a double agent for the United 
States and KGB known as “Databu”. 

Evidence stolen by Berger from the U.S. National Archives on this 
subject also dealt with a meeting in November of 2001 between 
Teleki and Databu in which U.S. Treasury bills were used to bribe 
Databu, who was a representative of CIA asset Tim Osman aka 
Osama bin Laden, for the purpose of bin Laden playing the role of 
9/11 patsy. 

The Treasury bills were also used to pay for bin Laden’s kidney 
dialysis treatment.  Bin Laden later died of kidney failure in 
December of 2001. 

AND IT GETS WORSE! 

White House Deputy Chief of Staff designate Sutphen actually 
coordinated a cover up inside the Clinton White House, which dealt 
with both Bill and Hillary Clinton’s financial ties to various secret 
accounts and gold bullion hidden in the Philippines under the control 
of the noted Eva Telege aka Teleke aka Teleki. 

Again, folks, Mona Sutphen really represents change? 

Stonebridge International LLC has also had Madeleine Albright aka 
Halfbright, along with neocon Richard Perle, sitting on its Board of 
Directors. 

Both Albright and Perle, along with traitor Sandy Berger, 
had direct access to Echelon and PROMIS software 
allowing them to rake in BILLIONS, along with Mona 
Sutphen, from the British P.O. stock sale to United Arab 
Emirates (UAE). 



As you recall, current White House occupant Bushfraud 
tried to sell U.S. ports to the terrorist linked United Arab 
Emirates and basically hand over our port security to a 
foreign nation with Berger, Halfbright, Sutphen, Perle, and 
that’s right, Jeb Bush and both Clintons raking in a 
windfall. 

How dare you, you conspiratorial tyrants 
and kings and notable queens. 

AND NOW IT REALLY GETS WORSE! 

Stonebridge International LLC has also been linked to 
various financial schemes and illegal trading through the 
Life Exchange in Great Britain, which undermined and 
sabotaged the assets of the failed Lehman Brothers 
brokerage house and in doing so the solvency of the 
French bank Société Générale. 

The co-conspirators in the attack against the French bank 
Société Générale not only included Stonebridge 
International LLC but NBC General Electric and East 
German DVD Deutsche Bank with former Federal Reserve 
Chairman Alan Greenspan directing the financial black op. 

Reference:  It is no surprise that NBC News reporter Andrea Mitchell 
aka Mrs. Greenspan wants UN-electable LOSER Hillary Rodenhurst 
Clinton as Obama’s U.S. Secretary of State since Hillary can then 
travel worldwide and direct more of the Bush-Clinton Crime Family 
Syndicate financial fraud against the American People and the rest of 
the world. 

Yes, folks, this is “change”! 

AND NOW IT IS GOING TO GET REALLY, REALLY WORSE! 



Yang Enterprises-FloridaGate election 2000 coup d'état 
directed against then Vice President now duly elected 
President Albert Gore Jr., was financed directly by none 
other than then Civitas Stonebridge LLC. 

Click here for the entire story on what took place in Florida 
in the year 2000.  It is material probably never read before 
and includes a murder and obstruction of justice at the 
highest level, by Florida Governor Jeb Bush.   

Remember folks, there is no statute of limitations on 
murder. 

Texas to Florida: White House-linked clandestine 
Operation Paid for "Vote switching" Software 
by Wayne Madsen 
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=287 

P.S.  Remember both daddy Bush’s little bitch, Bill Clinton, and 
unelectable loser Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton file a joint tax return. 

If president-elect Obama wants to make Hillary U.S. Secretary of 
State some questions must be asked. 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=287


  
Bill Clinton in keynote address at 2005 conference organized by 
Alibaba in Hangzhou, China.   AP by Eugene Hoshiko 

"A former president of the United States received a donation 
from a Chinese firm that is involved in censorship, and now his 
wife is running for president. This is a shame of the U.S.," said 
Harry Wu, an exiled Chinese activist based in Washington. 

http://www.swamppolitics.com/news/politics/blog/Clinton%20in%20China.jpg 

Why the Clintons made money from a RED Chinese internet 
company that posted an on-line government most wanted 
notice seeking information on Tibetan human rights 
activists. 

Hillary campaigned for president in 2008 as a champion for worker 
rights. 

http://www.swamppolitics.com/news/politics/blog/Clinton%2520in%2520China.jpg


Yahoo’s Chinese partner Alibaba 
http://news.cnet.com/sinobyte/?keyword=%22Tibet%22 

Bill Clinton’s China connection 
http://www.swamppolitics.com/news/politics/blog/2008/04/
bill_clintons_china_connection.html 

Bill Clinton, China linked via his foundation 
A firm that has donated to the president's charity is accused of 
collaborating with the government in its crackdown on Tibetan 
activists. 
By Stephen Braun, Los Angeles Times Staff Writer 
http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/la-na-clintonchina13apr13,0,499290.story 

If Hillary wants to be U.S. Secretary of State she will have 
to answer why both Clintons received a large sum from the 
Amir of Dubai who represented the Dubai Ports World, the 
company that was going to take over security at American 
ports. 
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Hillary will also have to answer questions concerning the 
ILLEGAL Bill Clinton Library funding by Saudi Crown Prince 
Abdullah. 

Bill Clinton received the funds from a monarch that refused 
to let the FBI question suspects that the Saudi Kingdom 
had in custody reference the 1996 bombing of the Khobar 
Towers that killed 19 American USAF Military personnel. 

If Hillary wants to be U.S. Secretary of State she is going 
to have to answer questions about the MILLIONS of dollars 
given to the Clinton Foundation from mining tycoon Frank 
Giustra who accompanied Bill Clinton on a trip to 
Kazakhstan whose human rights record loser Hillary had 
criticized. 

The Kazakhstan President met with Clinton and Giustra 
and within two days Giustra’s company landed preliminary 
agreements giving it rights to buy into uranium products 
controlled by the Kazakhstan state owned company that 
gave money to the Clinton Foundation. 

After Mining Deal, Financier Donated to Clinton 
By Joe Becker and Don Van Natta Jr. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/31/us/politics/31donor.html 

The Kazakhstan state-owned enterprise is also tied to the 
Bush-Clinton-Gary Best “TRUE COLORS” assassination 
teams and its worldwide money laundry, narcotics and 
weapons trafficking. 

There is no doubt that some of the weapons that have 
been used to kill American soldiers in Iraq came from the 
Kazakhstan state-owned, Clinton financed enterprise. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/31/us/politics/31donor.html


P.P.S.  In our next briefing we will report the role of the 
Central Bank of Iraq theft of U.S. Taxpayers’ funds and the 
bribing of the current Iraq government, along with the role 
of British mercenaries in the actual assassination of 
American soldiers who were witness to the financial 
crimes that continue to be perpetrated. 

Final note:  We have to bring you some humor and make you laugh 
even though it really is not laughable, it is criminal. 

Wolf Blitzer said today on CNN that it might be a good idea for 
president-elect Obama to keep Henry Paulson on as U.S. Secretary of 
the Treasury. 

 
http://image.guardian.co.uk/sys-images/Guardian/Pix/pictures/2007/08/29/hi3.jpg 

Question: Is Blitzer at CNN getting a ‘bailout’ from Paulson. 

If that is not bad enough, almost every Republican, along with 9/11 
co-conspirator and East German DVD agent Dr. Henry Kissinger are 
also promoting Israeli Mossad agent Hillary for U.S. Secretary of 
State. 

So you see, folks, that is change! 

As we bring this intelligence briefing to a close, the winds have 
lessened in California and the wildfires are now somewhat being 
contained. 

As much as my critics may attack me, I defiantly stand by what I say 
in all of these intelligence briefings knowing it to be the truth and 
the truth shall set you free. 

http://image.guardian.co.uk/sys-images/Guardian/Pix/pictures/2007/08/29/hi3.jpg


As of this hour we live FREE or die! 
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Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of 
Independence, said  

“…I am surrounded by enemies but I shall never 
stand down in the face of tyrants...” 


